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By Shauna Gustafson
Staff writer
Faculty members and adminis-
tration expressed positive feedback
about the tentative faculty contract
that was reached Friday, six
months after the previous contract
expired.
The University Professionals of
Illinois and the Eastern administra-
tion came to a tentative agreement,
but no details of the new contract
have been released to the faculty or
the public.
Kenneth Baker, an instructor in
the physical education department,
said he is positive about the con-
tract.
“Hopefully, our goals are all the
same; we want what is best for the
students,” Baker said. “I feel posi-
tive about Eastern Illinois
University. I feel positive about our
staff and our administration.”
Sue Kaufman, UPI president,
said there will be a contract con-
vention from 3 to 5 p.m. Monday
in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union Grand Ballroom
in order to inform faculty on the
terms of the contract. Faculty will
receive a summary statement at the
meeting.  Kaufman also said not all
the specifics will be available for
the faculty on Monday.
Kaufman said faculty will
receive a ballot to vote on whether
to ratify the contract.  Ballots will
be due Jan. 13, and when all are
counted, UPI will know whether
the contract has been ratified.
“I’m excited about the con-
tract,” Kaufman said. “I think the
negotiating team did an excellent
job.”
Bob Wayland, chief negotiator
for the administration, agreed both
sides came to a mutual agreement.
“I see it as something that both
parties feel their interests were
met,” Wayland said.
Kaufman agreed, and said the
contract was good for the universi-
ty.
Other faculty felt that the choice
to bring in a federal mediator to
help with negotiations was a good
idea.
“I think it was a very wise deci-
sion, we were very lucky we got
someone very experienced,” said
Katherine Bartel, associate profes-
sor of fine arts. “I think he helped
move things along.”
Wayland said Don Hampton,
the federal mediator assigned to the
talks, has worked here before on
other contract negotiations.
“I think he did an excellent job
of keeping the parties talking and
communicating with each other,”
Wayland said.
UPI negotiation team member
Lora Green agreed with Wayland
and said the ratification of the con-
Many faculty
say negotiation
process was 
very successful
By Shauna Gustafson
Staff writer
Barbara Shelton didn’t see herself work-
ing as the vice president for the Alumni
Career Center at the University of Illinois in
Urbana/Champaign when she got her degree
in physical education.
Shelton graduated from Eastern in 1965
and then received her master’s degree in
guidance and counseling in 1969. 
Known as the “Shelton Twins” around
campus, Shelton and her twin sister lived in
Ford Hall, where she was active in the
Residence Hall Association as well as
Student Government.  She also played on
the volleyball and badminton teams.
“When we were there in the mid-60s,
you truly did know everybody,” Shelton
said.
One of Shelton’s favorite professors in
the physical education department was
Florence McAfee.
“(There) weren’t very many women in
the physical education department,” she
said.
Shelton had many favorite teachers at
Eastern, and said her experience at the uni-
versity was a good one. She specifically
mentioned a course she took on teaching
methods that was especially helpful.
“I wouldn’t have traded anything (about
my experience at Eastern),” Shelton said.
Shelton said she chose to take a compre-
hensive final instead of writing a thesis, and
when she found out she had passed, she had
her professor, William Crane, call home to
tell her parents.
Shelton began working in Shelbyville as
a physical education teacher, then moved to
work at Lake Land College in Mattoon in
the same position. During this time, Shelton
was working on her master’s degree at
Eastern.
In 1972, a state ruling was made that
physical education was not going to be a
requirement  for colleges, and Shelton said
Lake Land accordingly terminated the phys-
ical education department.
Shelton then began working for the
University of Illinois, and has continued to
do so for more than 20 years.
Currently, Shelton is working as the vice
president for the Alumni Career Services
Office at the U of I, and also is working in
the position of interim vice president for
alumni affairs at the Urbana campus, which
also carries the duties of associate chancel-
lor.
Shelton said she splits her weeks in
Urbana and in Chicago, having an office in
each. 
P.E. major turns career into working with alumni
I got a degree in physical 
education
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Most professors and officials agree
union contract going in right direction
See UPI Page 2
By Deana Poole
Editor in chief
Melissa Riley has been appoint-
ed as student vice president for
public affairs, Mike Leshoure
announced Tuesday.
Riley, a senior psychology
major from Tuscola, could fill
Leshoure’s former position if the
appointment is approved by two-
thirds of the Student Senate. The
meeting will be held at 7 p.m. in the
Arcola/Tuscola Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
Leshoure was expected to
announce his appointment tonight,
but said he wanted
to give students
enough time to
debate Riley’s
appointment and
provide senate
members with
their opinions.
Leshoure, a
senior social sci-
ences major, said
he has confidence in Riley’s ability
to serve as the student vice presi-
dent for public affairs.
“I think that’s best because very
little, if any time is needed for her
readjustment,” Leshoure said.
“She’s already been involved,
therefore we don’t have to spend
any time trying to reorient the vice
president.”
Riley, who is currently the
Student Senate secretary, has
served in various capacities for the
past several years. She previously
held the position of student vice
president for academic affairs, for
which she was the incumbent in the
April election. Riley lost the posi-
tion to Cortney McDermott, a
senior political science major.
Riley has also served on the
Student Action Team.
Leshoure names new VP
Eric Wolters / Staff photographer
Tis the season
Tanille Yow, a junior elementary education major, and Polly Mae Rosa, a junior 3D studio art major, work on their pot-
tery projects Tuesday in the Doudna Fine Arts Center. Their projects could serve as ideal Christmas gifts for the upcom-
ing holiday season.
Melissa Riley’s appointment to student vice president 
for public affairs pending approval of Student Senate
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appointment and said she has
many plans for the position of stu-
dent vice president for public
affairs, pending senate’s approval.
“I think a lot of things can be
changed with Student Government
this semester,” she said, citing com-
munication as the main problem.
She also hopes to change the
orientation process to include dis-
cussion on senate members’ pro-
fessionalism and “giving respect to
anyone who comes to the meet-
ing.”
Another focus of Riley would be
to begin lobbying to continue the
student vote on Eastern’s Board of
Trustees, which ends in 2001. The
student vice president for public
affairs is responsible for serving as
the student vote on the Board of
Trustees. Riley said gathering stu-
dent opinion is essential in this role.
“Basically I want to get students
involved,” she said. “I want them to
know about the issues.” Riley said
she plans to do this via mass e-
mails to students and through
Student Government’s Web site.
Leshoure and Riley urged stu-
dents to attend tonight’s senate
meeting and voice opinions regard-
ing her appointment.
“It was real hard,” Leshoure said
of making the appointment. “I
stayed up many  nights and took a
lot of considerations from students
as well as senators.”
The position, formerly held by
Leshoure, became vacant after he
was appointed as student body
president last week. The appoint-
ment was a result of Keith
Cosentino’s resignation for “per-
sonal reasons.”
Leshoure said overall, Riley will
represent the student body well.
“With the position, she brings
experience; she brings a lot of com-
munication skills as well,” he said.
“Likewise, by not having to reori-
ent her on any aspects that involve
the position, I think that the student
body is in great hands with her in
this position.”
Appoint
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tract is favorable.
“I think (Hampton) was a great
help,” Green said.
Neither Wayland or Kaufman
said they were positive UPI would
ratify the contract.
“I couldn’t say with complete
confidence,” Wayland said. “I’ve
been assured by the committee they
will present the contract to the fac-
ulty with the feeling that it is a good
contract.”
Mark McGuire, chemistry pro-
fessor, said many faculty members
have not reacted to the contract yet
because they have not seen it.
“There’s no reaction yet,
because we don’t know the details,”
McGuire said.
Some faculty members believed
the negotiation process took too
long.
“It seems like it lasted much
longer than should have been nec-
essary,” said Judith James, profes-
sor of biological sciences. “I’m dis-
appointed it took this long.”
Dwain Naragon, associate pro-
fessor in the art department, said
the process had taken longer than
many faculty members thought it
would, but he was positive about
the eventual outcome.
“It’s really taken the mediator to
get both sides together,” Naragon
said. “People that I have talked to .
. . feel pretty positive.”
Assistant psychology professor
William Bailey said if the pay raise
is what the department thinks it will
be, they will be happy.
“There seems to be a sense in
this department that the pay raise is
adequate,” Bailey said.
Daniel McMillan, assistant his-
tory professor, said he felt there had
been a sincere effort to resolve the
conflict, and the mediator had
seemed to make an impact.
“I’m optimistic. I think we have
good union leadership. I trust our
union leadership would not have
agreed to this contract unless it was
good for teachers and the universi-
ty,” McMillan said.
UPI
from page 1
By Jason Maholy
Staff writer
The Faculty Senate Tuesday
heard from members of Eastern’s
staff, faculty and student body who
are proposing a change regarding
the cost of international student fees
and the way those fees are used.
Bob Augustine, acting dean of
the Graduate School, began the
meeting by presenting the senate
with the policies concerning the
current use of international student
fees and why the system is detri-
mental to Eastern’s international
student program. 
He said the fees were originally
intended to provide funding for
recruiting international students,
which included money for travel
and translating recruiting materials
into foreign languages, and provid-
ing them with the services and
materials they need at Eastern. The
issue, however, has since come
under scrutiny for being detrimen-
tal to the recruiting process. 
“The administration wants to
increase the number of internation-
al students on campus, but the ser-
vices provided for them are sub-
standard,” Augustine said. 
Also cited as a negative aspect of
the fees is the fact that international
students are required to pay an
additional $100 per semester on top
of their tuition to help pay for ser-
vices the university provides for
them. Augustine said this has the
potential to harm Eastern’s attrac-
tion to international students even
though, with the fee, the university
is still the cheapest for them to
attend in Illinois.
Kendra Barua, who spoke on
behalf of the association of interna-
tional students, questioned why
international students must fund the
university’s own program.
“If the international program is a
university department, isn’t it the
university’s responsibility to dis-
tribute funds from within?” he said.
“It’s the international students who
are the university’s visitors, and if
they are guests of the university,
shouldn’t the university be paying
for them?”
Roger Godfrey, also represent-
ing the association of international
students, said the organization
understands the university’s finan-
cial problems, but asked if there’s
not some way the fees could be
revisited so they would only have to
be paid once a year instead of each
semester.
Senate member Gary Foster said
he doesn’t understand the concept
of charging the international stu-
dents a fee when, in fact, they are
the ones providing a service to the
university by just being here. He
compared the international stu-
dents’ fee to Textbook Rental and
Health Services as integral parts of
Eastern that provide a service to the
university that should be paid for by
all students.
“Instead of $100 per internation-
al student, it (the fee) could be $2
per student,” Foster said. “If we
were all to participate equally, it
would be another bridge between
international and domestic stu-
dents.”
Michael Loudon, professor of
English, said to add an additional
fee onto an international student’s
tuition is discriminatory.
“It seems discriminatory to ask
people who are receiving services
to pay for those services,” he said.
“People who are handicapped don’t
pay for ramps and people who are
blind don’t pay for the services
they’re provided. If you look at
other schools who charge these
fees, they are in the minority, but
even though those schools do it,
that’s no rationale for us to do it. I
ask that the senate move to abolish
this fee.”
Faculty Senate hears views about 
$100 a semester international fee
FORT GIBSON, Okla. (AP) - A
day after a 13-year-old was accused
of shooting four schoolmates,
friends and neighbors in this small
rural town were baffled as to why a
popular, churchgoing, honor-roll
student would do such a thing.
He liked video games, touch
football and his mom’s cookies. He
had a birthday party every year.
And yet, on Monday, the sev-
enth-grader allegedly opened fire
outside the Fort Gibson Middle
School with the gun his father had
bought a few years ago at a Wal-
Mart. Four students were wounded,
though none of their injuries was
considered life-threatening.
“He was always nice to every-
body. He was real popular. You
would never have known him to do
anything like this,” said Deania
Pruitt, an eighth-grade cheerleader.
Authorities and the boy’s lawyer
have refused to release his name
because of his age and because
charges have not been filed, but
schoolmates who witnessed the
shooting identified the boy as Seth
Trickey.
“He was a ‘no sir, yes sir’ kid,”
said Tina Mayo, who lives across
the street with her 13-year-old son,
Michael.
“We played football, Nintendo
and hide and seek,” Michael Mayo
said of Seth’s birthday party Friday
night.
Most young witnesses said the
boy didn’t say anything during the
shooting. But Justin Barnes told
Tulsa TV station KOTV that the
boy started yelling: “I’m crazy, I’m
crazy.” Sheriff’s Lt. Tim Brown
said, “To our knowledge the boy
never said a word.”
Police Chief Richard Slader said
the boy fired at least 15 times out-
side the school before a science
teacher pinned him against a wall,
and had more ammunition avail-
able.
Friends mourn over school shooting
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By Daiichiro Hashiguchi
Staff writer
Cross-sex relationships between
men and women that include no
romantic or sexual relationships are
mutually beneficial, said Christ-
offer Mansby, intern at Eastern’s
Counseling Center.
About 30 students attended a
Life Skills Workshop Tuesday to
discuss the relationships between
men and women and whether they
can just be friends.
Mansby said females are more
satisfied with their female friends
than males are with male friends.
“Males are more likely to seek
out female friends to talk about per-
sonal problems,” Mansby said.
Mansby also said statistics on
cross-sex friendships show 40 per-
cent of men report close friendships
with women in college while 30
percent of women report close
friendships with men.
“Men and women are friends
because they are attracted to each
other,” said Kia Jones, senior
accounting major.
There is nothing wrong, or to be
ashamed of, in a situation when men
and women are attracted to each
other, said Sarah Kernagis, intern at
the counseling center.
“What you do with that attraction
depends on your morals,” she said.
Kernagis said friendship is con-
sensual and egalitarian, and that it
requires trust, honesty, respect,
commitment and safety.
She also said a conflict with a
friend or a partner can be overcome
with open, honest communication
and conversation.
The center holds several work-
shops each semester that are related
to the mental health of students. The
workshops are mainly for the stu-
dents who attend because they are
interested in the topic, said Mansby.
Men and women can be just friends
Mandy Marshall / Photo editor
Amanda Zuber, a junior speech communication major, tells a personal story about having extra feelings for a friend at a
workshop titled, “Just Friends,” Tuesday night in the Effingham room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. Zuber
also explained how getting to know someone is like peeling away layers of an onion, with the center-most part of the onion
symbolizing a person’s soul.
By Matt Neistein
City editor
Charleston took a major step toward its
future Wednesday night, although it might be
more difficult for residents to make journeys
of their own in the future, after City Council
passed the Charleston Comprehensive Plan.
Along with approving the plan created to
guide development in the city for the next 20
years and beyond, council members dis-
played the city’s Five-Year Work Plan, which
organizes the city’s construction and imp-
rovement programs from the Comprehensive
Plan for the next five years.
As a part of this construction, the city
plans to make unspecified repairs on all of
Lincoln Avenue and 18th Street next year.
Other construction, which will include
sidewalk repair, will be done along Ninth
Street from Garfield Avenue to Taylor
Avenue, also in the 2000-2001 fiscal year.
The next year, similar repairs will be done on
Fourth Street from Grant Avenue to Lincoln
Avenue and Polk Avenue to Harrison Avenue.
In addition, a bulk of the sidewalks and
streets in the square area from Division Street
to Lincoln Avenue to Fourth Street to Polk
Avenue will be worked on.
Also, beautification projects will be com-
pleted in the next two years for two blocks of
Lincoln Avenue in front of Old Main and
from Third Street to Division Street.
The Comprehensive Plan, which was mold-
ed from public input at several public meetings
and was held on public display for 30 days,
underwent one minor change before it was
passed by all council members except John
Winnett, who was absent from the meeting.
In response to a petition from residents,
a planned greenway between Fourth Street
and University Drive on the southwest side
of town was scrapped with little discussion
by council members. The greenway was
not mentioned in the plan but was dis-
played on maps.
The Five-Year Work Plan was created at a
staff retreat at the Lincoln Log Cabin two
weeks ago, Mayor Dan Cougill said. Council
members met with supervisors of all the
city’s departments for two days and produced
the plan, which includes ordinance reviews,
police programs, maps and city codes, along
with the physical improvements.
“Our retreat was an extremely successful
thing,” Cougill said.
Both the Comprehensive Plan and Five-
Year Work Plan will be reviewed annually at
similar retreats, he said, to address possible
adjustments and unforeseen circumstances
that may change either plan.
Cougill told those in attendance that the
work plan, which is on display at the
Charleston Public Library, 712 Sixth St., was
a chance for citizens to keep an eye on the
city’s progress.
“It’s your opportunity to look over our
shoulder,” he said.
Funding for all the planned projects has
not been secured, and Cougill said the coun-
cil does not plan on raising taxes, but would
like to receive additional funding from state
and federal grants.
Council member Marge Knoop said the
work plan helped her become a better council
person.
“I wish we could have done this a little
earlier in our term,” she said.
City approves comprehensive plan
City introduces ordinance
for lower property taxes
By Matt Neistein
City editor
Charleston City Council members
Wednesday put an ordinance on file for
public inspection that would lower
property taxes.
“Every year, the city gets to ... look
into a crystal ball” and try to predict
what equalized assessment values will
be for the upcoming year, Mayor Dan
Cougill said. Based on estimated fig-
ures, the city requested a $2,537,282
levy, $329 less than last year’s levy.
The tax rate will decrease from 1.933
percent to 1.879 percent, Cougill said.
“This council is very concerned
about your property taxes,” Cougill told
those in attendance. The city wants to
reduce its reliance on property taxes by
increasing sales tax revenue, and the
proposed Wal-Mart Supercenter on the
east side of town is the first step in this
direction.
Describing the Supercenter as an
anchor, Cougill said other retail stores
will be drawn to the city, and particular-
ly to the east side, which the city is look-
ing to develop both commercially and
residentially.
Council member Larry Rennels
said the city’s switch to a council-
manager form of government four
years ago has increased productivity
and efficiency in city operations, lead-
ing to the reduced taxes.
“We’re actually doing things that will
make your lives better,” Cougill said.
It’s your opportunity to look over our
shoulder.
Dan Cougill,
Charleston Mayor
“
”
Males are more likely to seek
out female friends to talk
about personal problems.
Christoffer Mansby,
Counseling Center intern
“
”
Males and females have beneficial relationships
Senate member spreads
hate through letter
Following this letter is a letter to
the editor that was written by Jeremy
Ruppel, now a Student Senate mem-
ber, on Nov. 10,1998 entitled “Coming
Out Day has unoriginal theme applica-
ble to anyone.” I rewrote the letter ver-
batim from a photo copy of the origi-
nal.
This letter written by Ruppel is a
perfect example of what hate speech
is, written or spoken language used
attacking individuals or groups
because of their race, gender, ethnic
background or sexual orientation. This
is the type of rhetoric that compels
people to commit such crimes as the
one committed against Matthew
Shepard on Oct. 9, 1998.
Ruppel is more than entitled to
voice his opinion. However, the man-
ner in which he approached the sub-
ject and the words he used are totally
inappropriate and makes him sound
totally uneducated about the issues.
Ruppel has not done his research at
all. For example, he said “sexual pref-
erence,” and that implies that being
gay, lesbian or bisexual is a choice.
Members of the gay, lesbian, bisexual
and transgender community will tell
you otherwise. Also, studies have
shown that being gay is something a
person is born with an orientation not
a preference. He refers to being
homosexual as a fetish? And he says
that National Coming Out Day is a
day to express our sexuality. I wish
that people could understand that
being gay is not about whom you
have sex with, there are mental and
emotional attractions that go along
with the physical.
He said in his letter “... the idea to
give homosexuals a day of their own
... The idea is revolting and
detestable.” The gay, lesbian, bisexual
and transgender community has
evolved into a culture. If he can say
that about National Coming Out Day,
why couldn’t he say that same thing
about African-American History
Month? He also writes: “The whole
idea to support someone’s sexual
desires is absurd. The next item of
their agenda is to establish a whole
week on support of their immoral
quality.” He has attacked the lesbian,
gay, bisexual and transgender commu-
nity by they are immoral! This is a
perfect example of what is hate
speech.
Lesbian, gay, bisexual and trans-
gender people come in all shapes and
sizes, from all walks of life just like
straight people. Some are single, some
are involved in long-term, loving rela-
tionships with partners just like het-
erosexuals. That is the point of Jeans
Day — showing gay people are as
normal and common as jeans. And,
just like everyone else, gays, lesbians,
bisexuals and transgender individuals
put their jeans on one leg at a time.
I want to explain why I dug
Ruppel’s letter up from the archive.
This gentleman is up for a very
important position and the Student
Senate — Speaker of the Student
Senate. My question is to all students
reading this: Do you want a person
with this type of mindset representing
you? Do you want a person like
Ruppel speaking on your behalf? Do
you want his opinions to be counted
as your opinions? Whether you are
straight, gay, bisexual or lesbian, the
letter Ruppel wrote clearly displays
ignorance and lack of knowledge
about the subject. I hope his fellow
senate members take these issues into
account and deny him this position he
is pursuing. I am sorry, but I do not
want a person such as Ruppel speak-
ing for me, so I will be at the Student
Senate meeting today at 7 p.m. in the
Arcola/Tuscola Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union and
try my best to protest Ruppel’s
appointment to the position of
Speaker of the Student Senate.
Hopefully there are students out
there that care enough that see when
there is something wrong with the sys-
tem, they do something about it. It is
time for a change and it is up to all of
us, as students and as human beings,
to take to action. There is not time for
apathy. We cannot sit around and wait
for someone else to do it, it is up to
everyone.
Nicholas Facchina
senior speech communication major
and LGBAU co-president
Editor’s note: The following is
Jeremy Ruppel’s original letter to the
editor, in its entirety, that appeared in
The Daily Eastern News Nov. 10,
1998.
Yes, that time of year has once
again found its way to return to
Eastern. Coming Out Day has hit the
campus like a bad rash crawling on
the inside of your leg.
Who, in his or her right mind, ever
thought of the idea to give homosexu-
als a day of their own? The idea is
revolting and detestable. Granted, no
one should be discriminated against,
in the work force, because of their
sexual preference. But a day to sup-
port one’s sexual orientation is just too
much.
I read Chuck Burke’s column and
laughed like a crazy maniac. He’s
right on one thing: Whoever cam up
with the idea to wear jeans is one
smart cookie.
Maybe for Heterosexual Day
everyone can wear a T-shirt to support
all those who favor the opposite sex.
Please, how original is the idea to
wear jeans? Who doesn’t when it’s
October and the temperature is almost
freezing? You would think that being
different they would actually find an
article of clothing that represents their
fetish. Maybe, say, tie-dye.
The whole idea of a day to support
someone’s sexual desires is absurd.
The next item on their agenda is to
establish a whole week is support of
their immoral quality. I will admit, our
founding fathers did adopt a document
allowing the freedom of expression.
However, I don’t think supporting the
freedom to express one’s sexuality is
what they had in mind.
In conclusion, I end on a quote that
I hope many will take to heart. There
are only two things to remember of
Coming Out Day: Whether you are
homosexual or heterosexual and if you
are wearing jeans it means you are
homosexual. 
Today’s quote
Opinion
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Eastern’s faculty union and the adminis-tration reached a tentative contractagreement Friday, ending more than sixmonths of negotiations between the two
teams.
While the contract still needs to be ratified by
members of the University Professionals of
Illinois and approved by Eastern’s Board of
Trustees, the tentative agreement relieves some
of the tension that has been seen around campus
as a result of the negotiations.
The tentative agreement, which is a three-year
contract, has put an end to questions from stu-
dents, faculty members and administration alike
as to whether there
would be a strike and is
allowing people to
once again focus on
their jobs.
The end of negoti-
ations is near, but not complete. The UPI mem-
bers must vote to approve or reject the proposed
contract. If they reject the proposal, both sides
will return to the bargaining table.
Up to this point in time, both sides should be
commended for keeping students informed —
talking at residence halls, in classes, etc. — about
the issues at hand and what impact it would have
on students.
Overall, the past several months have been
hard on everyone involved — union members,
administrators and even students.
The biggest sticking point throughout the
negotiation process were faculty salaries and
workload.
While no details of the contract will be
revealed until the contract has been finalized, it
looks as though there has been a compromise on
both sides.
Within the next few weeks, UPI members
should evaluate the proposed contract carefully
— and vote accordingly. And regardless of
whether the contract is approved or rejected,
remember to always keep the students informed.
The unanswered question is always worse than
the answered one.
What a
relief
S e n d  l e t t e r s  t o  t h e  e d i t o r  v i a  e - m a i l  t o  c u d m p 2 @ p e n . e i u . e d u
“
”
Its name Public Opinion. It is held in reverence. It
settles everything. Some think it is the voice of
God.
Mark Twain (Samuel Langhorne Clemens),
American writer, 1835-1910
Contract negotiations
UPI and the administration
have reached a tentative three-
year contract agreement putting
an end to worries about a pos-
sible strike.
n The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.
Wow. My last col-umn as editor inchief.  It seemslike just yesterday
I was pondering and revising for
hours over my first column —
two years later, this is my last.
For the past week, I’ve debated
just what I should say and how
to thank all the people who have
helped me during the past 3 1/2
years. 
But instead of writing a per-
sonal column applauding all those who have helped —
because you know who you are — I opted to share a little
advice that took me at least three years to figure out.
First, GO TO CLASS.  While I will still miss a few on
occasion, I do not miss as many as I did during the first two
years of college.  The mere fact that I didn’t have to go  –
mom was not sitting there pointing her finger and saying
“You’re going to be late to class” — was enough for me.
Now I have realized getting to class is half the battle.
I also learned that I felt bad for missing classes where
professors knew my name. So a word to professors: While
you may have 300-plus students, try, try, try to learn their
names. It does not make them feel like just another person
filling a desk or another paper to grade — it makes them
feel important.
And don’t drop classes. I became the almighty queen of
dropping classes. In fact, they may outnumber the number I
have actually taken. This would be why I am taking 19
hours this semester. Stick it out — it will be a whole lot eas-
ier than taking two semesters of eight classes each. It costs a
lot less too.
Speaking of money, it can be spent faster than people
blink. And no, mom and dad will not always send you more.
They will for awhile, but then will want you “to be responsi-
ble.”
A few money-managing tips: Do not take an ATM card
or more than $20 when you go
out; it all will be gone the next
morning. Also, balance your
checkbook and write down
those 5,000 ATM machine with-
drawals — they come back to
haunt you, especially when you
find yourself in the red and can-
not figure out why.
And quarters are sometimes
worth a lot more than dollar
bills, especially when it’s laun-
dry time.
But if students work it right, laundry will only have to be
paid-for twice a semester.  If you coordinate laundry ses-
sions around breaks, you can leave 95 percent of it to take
home for free and just wash the necessities. And in fact one
load can consist of whites, colors, delicates and permanent
press.  Those buttons are just a way for washing-machine
companies to charge people more.  
And most importantly, have fun (but as my mom would
say, not too much fun). With graduation comes the bursting
of the “college-life bubble” for the majority of the 11,000
students here; after more than 16 years of school, it’s all
over. The routine we have all come to know as life, will
change drastically.
It’s only in college you stay up until 4 a.m. with friends,
sleep for an hour, get up and then try to write a paper for
class. Naps, road trips and drinking games will soon become
a thing of the past. Make the most of it; make time for fun.
Have no regrets and no “what ifs.”
And with those words, I will add some more clothes to
the laundry pile that awaits shipment home, dig for change
for a pop and run to class. Good luck and make it worth-
while.
Just a few final words of advice...
“And quarters are
sometimes worth
a lot more than
dollar bills, espe-
cially when it’s
laundry time.”
Deana Poole
Editor in chief
Your turn
Letters to the editor
n Deana Poole is a senior journalism major and a weekly
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address is
cudmp2@pen.eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.
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#1 Wacky Wednesday
Medium 1- Topping $3.99
Additional toppings $1.00 Each
Deep Dish $1.00 extra
Valid For Carryout Only
Hours: Mon. - Sat. 11:00 am to 2:00 am
Sun. 11:00 am to 12:00 am
Large Specialty Pizza
-Extravaganzzas, Deluxe, Meatzza,
Vegi, Hawaiian, Pepperoni Feast,
& Bacon Cheeseburger
Deep Dish $1.00 extra
25¢
$1.00
$2.99
Now Add
Your favorite
Topping
for  only 75¢
Domino’s
Supports
EIU
Athletics
Leverage your campus 
knowledge to get paid well as 
a Campus Marketing Manager
Work for 
a College
Internet
Company
Skills needed
*Outgoing & Motivated
*Leadership
*Organized & Resourceful
*Project management skills
*Familiarity with campus
Experience
*Sophomore or higher
*Live on or near campus
*Campus involvement
*Active on internet
Responsibilities
*Help Develop Marketing Plan
*Interview & Hire Support Staff
*Facilitate Campus Relations
*Local Account Management
*Manage Marketing Budget
*Execute Local Campaigns
*Help Conduct
Campus Research
Open interviews will be held
on or near your campus the
week of Dec. 6th. Visit us at
www.allstudents.com for
exact time, date, & location
info.
E-mail resume to 
jobs @ allstudents.com
for more information 
1-888-640-8810 ext. 212
While Still in School!
Earthquake shakes
up Orange County
SANTA ANA, Calif. (AP) –
An earthquake shook a wide
area of Orange County and
southeastern Los Angeles
County on Tuesday, but there
were no reports of injuries or
serious damage.
The 1:58 p.m. quake had a
preliminary magnitude of 3.8,
said Nick Scheckel, a seismolo-
gist at the California Institute of
Technology in Pasadena. It was
centered about 35 miles south-
east of downtown Los Angeles.
Scheckel said it was not an
aftershock of a previous quake.
School tax credit
law constitutional
BENTON (AP) – A new
Illinois law offering parents a
$500 tax credit for educational
expenses does not violate con-
stitutional prohibitions against
public support of religion, a
Franklin County judge ruled in
dismissing a lawsuit challeng-
ing the statute.
The lawsuit was backed by
the Illinois Federation of
Teachers, which claimed the
law discriminates against public
school families that do not pay
tuition and violates the state
and U.S. constitutions’ ban on
public support of religious
institutions. Most of the state’s
private schools are religious.
But in a brief ruling made
public Tuesday, Circuit Judge
Loren Lewis said the law meets
the standards laid out in a 1971
U.S. Supreme Court opinion
regarding governmental invol-
vement in religion. The ruling
requires that laws must have a
secular purpose, must not
advance or inhibit religion and
may not foster excessive gov-
ernment entanglement with reli-
gion.
Strip-tease class
moves off-campus
SOUTH HADLEY, Mass.
(AP) – They will be taking it
off off-campus.
Mount Holyoke College lec-
turer Susan Scotto is moving
her noncredit class in striptease
to a Northampton studio.
During the last school year,
65 students at the prestigious
women’s college took the free
how-to class in stripping.
Scotto, who also teaches
Russian literature, said the class
proved so popular that she
decided to go public and charge
for the lessons.
She said the decision to take
the class off-campus was hers,
but college officials encouraged
the move.
“There was a lot of publicity
about the issue, and certainly
some strong reservations
expressed by our alumnae
about the activity,” college
spokesman Kevin McCaffery
said.
Scotto said she started dancing
in clubs while a graduate stu-
dent at the University of
California at Berkeley.
By Geneva White
Campus editor
Even if the rest of the world is in
mayhem because of Y2K, Eastern
students will probably still be sitting
in classrooms the first day of the
semester following the holiday
break.
Officials say the university is well
prepared to handle Y2K and is not
anticipating any problems when Jan.
1 arrives.
“The predictions have been that
there may be an interruption in elec-
tric systems,” said Bill Witsman,
director of Information Technology
Services. “There’s always a possibil-
ity (but) we’ve done our best to
check those to make sure they’re
working OK.”
While students are away during
the break, Eastern will conduct last-
minute checks for any Y2K glitches.
“The semester break does give us
the opportunity to see if there are any
(Y2K) issues that need to be
resolved,” said Jeff Cooley, acting
vice president for business affairs
and coordinator of Eastern’s Y2K
initiative. “But we still don’t antici-
pate any problems to the work we’ve
done.”
Although he is sure Y2K will not
affect Eastern, Cooley said extra staff
from Facilities Planning Manage-
ment will be on hand between 9:30
p.m. Dec. 31 and 2:30 a.m. Jan. 1 to
handle any problems that may occur.
“The reason for that is there’s
going to be four midnights because
the power grid is interconnected
(nationally),” Cooley said. “So if
there’s an interruption from Y2K on
the national power grid, it has the
potential to affect Eastern’s utility
power and thus the university. That’s
why we’ll have folks here during that
period in case there’s a problem as
midnight occurs across the country.”
Staff who will work New Year’s
Eve and New Year’s Day will check
buildings for heat and look for any
electricity problems, Cooley said.
Should Eastern’s power fail, the
pipes in every building will have to
be drained to prevent freezing.
“We foresee no (Y2K) problems
at this time,” Cooley said. “These are
our contingency plans. If there is a
failure that’s beyond our control, we
need to be able to react to that.”
Preparing for Y2K is something
Eastern has been doing for some
time, Cooley said. The Y2K initiative
was started last year to address vari-
ous issues. Some of the measures the
university has taken include examin-
ing the mainframe computer and
conducting extensive checks of work
stations and distributed servers on
campus.
“From a computing point of view,
we feel we’ve done as much testing as
we can do,” said Dave Henard, associ-
ate vice president of Information
Technology Services. “We have pro-
gramming problems from time to time
throughout the year. This is just a more
predictable one.”
However, with all the work that
has been done to convert or replace
computer systems and check them as
much as possible, Henard said the
chances of any potential problems on
Jan. 1 are minimal.
“There’s always a chance, but we
feel if there is a problem, it will be
relatively minor,” he said. 
ITS plans to have staff present
when the clock strikes midnight to
check the mainframe computer, and
other systems, Witsman said.
“We never let down our guard,”
he said. “We didn’t just test every-
thing and say ‘we’re done.’ We’ve
continued to watch the software we
have and watch the vendors that pro-
vide us that software and make sure
there aren’t any last minute changes
that need to be made.”
Any disasters that may stem
from Y2K will more likely be
caused by panic, not computers,
Witsman said. 
“These sorts of things can create
a lot of stress in people and the best
way to deal with it is to not panic,” he
said. “It’s just like when someone
yells ‘fire’ in a crowded theater. It’s
the shout itself that causes the (disas-
ter), not the fire.”
Eastern’s Y2K initiative is costing
the university extra funds. Cooley
said he is unsure at this time exactly
how much money is being spent on
Y2K preparation.
“I’m sure there was extra cost
associated with this,” he said. “Not
only in dollars but in lost efforts.
While we were working on Y2K
issues, that is time that we could have
devoted to other matters.”
Some find it ironic that comput-
ers, designed to make life more effi-
cient, may cause problems Jan. 1. 
“There is an irony there that
what we’ve done to save time is
costing us more time and money,”
Cooley said.
Y2K bug to avoid Eastern
briefing
daily
There’s always a chance, but
we feel if there is a problem,
it will be relatively minor.
Dave Henard,
associate vice president of 
Information Technology Services
“
”
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Party in the 
Winter
Wonderland?
Wed. Dec. 8th 8:00p.m
Grand Ballroom
Sponsored by UB Special Events and Comedy
INC
LUD
ES FREEBingo     Raffles     Food      Music
Live Entertainment     Prizes
Sigma Phi Epsilon
proudly announces their
new sweetheart
Angie Klaus
of Delta Zeta
Congratulations
Run a graduation Ad
For a Friend
Stop by and reserve
your space today!
C o m i n g  T h u r s d a y  D e c e m b e r  9 t h  
with guest appearance by
Plasma
@ T o p  o f  t h e  R o c
Comprehensive
exams effective
By Shauna Gustafson
Staff writer
The Student Senate today vote to
approve or reject Student Body
President Mike Leshoure’s appoint-
ment of student vice president for
public affairs seat.
The meeting will be held at 7
p.m. in the Arcola/Tuscola Room of
the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
After Student Body President
Keith Cosentino resigned last week,
Leshoure, former vice president for
public affairs, took over the presi-
dent position. At the meeting today,
Leshoure will make his recommen-
dation of who should replace him as
vice president for public affairs.
“We’ll be reviewing the nomi-
nees for vice president for public
affairs,” said Senate Speaker Matt
Layette.
Senate members must approve
Leshoure’s appointee by a two-
thirds vote.
After the appointment has been
discussed, the senate will announce
the winners of last week’s senate
elections.
After new senate members are
seated, they will vote on a new
speaker for the spring 2000 semes-
ter. Layette will give power of the
meeting to Leshoure when the elec-
tion of the new speaker begins.
Leshoure will then relinquish con-
trol to the new speaker as soon as the
election is complete.
In other business, the new senate
will discuss a bylaw change regard-
ing the establishment of the External
Relations committee. The bylaw
includes the composition of the
committee, duties and responsibili-
ties and the term committee mem-
bers will serve.
By Liew Lin Hai
Staff writer
Students stressed by
upcoming finals can relax at a
party with fun, food and games
organized by the University
Board today. 
The event, “Partying In the
Winter Wonderland,” will
start at 8 p.m. in the
University Ballroom of the
Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
“We want to give students a
chance to come out and have
fun at the end of the year,” said
April Bugarin, a graduate
adviser of the UB. “It’s the
UB’s idea. We hope a lot of
people will come.”
This is the first year the UB
has organized the event. 
Eastern singing talents will
showcase their vocals and stu-
dents can take part in games
such as Bingo.
Party-goers can look for-
ward to various prizes that will
be given away at the games.
There also will be door prizes
at the party, organized by the
UB Special Events and
Comedy Committee.
The event is free for stu-
dents with an ID.
UB party
to relieve
pre-exam
anxieties
Leshoure’s appointment tops agenda
Student vice president for public affairs to be official tonight
By Branden Delk
Staff writer
Although many students would pre-
fer not to take comprehensive finals,
some teachers say they are unavoidable
and are a more effective way of testing.
Comprehensive finals generally con-
tain material from the entire semester,
while non-comprehensive finals can
consist of the last few chapters or writ-
ings the class has studied.
“In many classes, like my statistics
class, it works to the advantage of the
student to take a comprehensive final,”
said Bill Addison, chair of the Council
on Academic Affairs. “They have seen
the material before and should not have
to start studying from scratch.”
Several faculty believe unless they
give their students a comprehensive
final, they won’t know as teachers if
their students really processed and
retained what they have been teaching
them all semester.
“A comprehensive final is the evalu-
ating method that allows the instructor
to determine if the material that has
been taught has been comprehended,”
said Dolores Metzger, a speech com-
munication instructor.
Metzger said after students finish her
course, they should be satisfied know-
ing the information they have received
will remain in their knowledge base.
Metzger said her final is both essential
and fair to her students.
“Teaching styles and courses are
varied,” she said. “Different testing
methods work better for different cours-
es.”
Noel Brodsky, a professor of eco-
nomics, said comprehensive finals are a
way to counterbalance prior exams.
Because the exams show the full length
of the course, he  said they will show if
his students learned anything.
“It forces them to look at the length
of the course,” Brodsky said. “They
have to go back to the beginning and
this will help them receive a better per-
spective on the course as whole.”
While Stephen Canfield, chair of the
foreign languages department, believes
comprehensive finals are fair, he gives
students in his foreign literature class a
take-home final to take some of the
pressure off.
“In foreign language classes, the
course can’t end until you go back to the
beginning,” Canfield said.
Many teachers give out a final that is
half comprehensive and half what they
covered in class recently. 
“I don’t think it’s fair to give them a
regular test one week and then a full
comprehensive final the next,” said
Mike Bradd, assistant professor of
speech communication  “The final is
like an evaluation tool and it makes
clear what is important.”
David Powell, professor of political
science, gives his students non-compre-
hensive finals that covers material from
the last exam that was given to the end
of the semester. In the past, Powell has
used both kinds of finals and said they
are both effective. 
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7th &
MONROE
“On the square”
Mon - Sat
11am - 1am
Wednesday Specials
All you can eat
Italian Buffet
Linguini,
meatballs,
and garlic
bread
Salad Bar add $1
Honey Brown
Drafts $.50
2000
3-6pm Dec 8
( 1 bedroom unit available this month)
345-STIX
BBQ Pork Sandwich
w/ chips & slaw$3.75
Never a Cover •  Dance Floor w/DJ 
20 oz. drafts
$1.50
Karaoke
9-close
Call to  book
your functions!
Friends
&Co
EVERY WEDNESDAY
IS OPEN MIC
bands and individuals
welcome
FREE- starts @ 10:00
 Sat. Dec.11
the Reverend Robert
Blues Band - Free Show
Starts @ 10:00
509 Van Buren 345-2380
Sigma Phi Epsilon
would like to thank...
Sara Langivin
of Alpha Phi
for being a wonderful
sweetheart
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Pagl
iai’s
PIZZA
Wednesday
Spaghetti 
Special
Every Wednesday
night from 4 till 10pm.
Price is for one full 
order of spaghetti 
and garlic bread.
345-3400
1600 Lincoln
in Charleston
Open Daily
4 pm - 1 am
2 am on weekends
plus tax
••
••
••
••
••
••
$1.99 $9.35
Large Two
Item Pizza
for the low
price of
Run a graduation ad for your friends
Stop by the Student Publications Office 
& Reserve your space
Run a graduation Ad for your friends
Stop by the Student Publication Office and Reserve your
spot
plus: Vodka, Rum & Gin Mixers
Ho ..Ho. .Ho. .Merry Christmas
Set sail with the Captain $2il i i
The Ultimate Party Band
The BRAT PACK
Com
ingi
Frid
ayi
Toni
ghti
16 oz. Lite Bottles
$1.75
San
ta
willill
D.J.. .
Santa will have lots of
presents for good boys and girls
By Elizabeth O’Riley
Activities editor
In a tournament this weekend, the
speech team traveled to the
University of Wisconsin at Stout in
Menomine for the Holiday Classic
tournament where they placed third
out of 15 schools.
The team also was recognized as
one of the top teams of the millenni-
um, said Shane Miller, director of
forensics. He said this is an honor
given to them because of the teams’
cumulative performances and com-
petitive success over the years.
Miller said this tournament is a
strong one for the team and he
thought they would do well.
This year’s team is made up of a
younger group of students with only
one senior on the team and no juniors,
Miller said. Despite their ages, they
are still a strong team, he said.
At the tournament, Tim Anderson,
senior speech communication major,
won the tournament division of After
Dinner speaking and placed fourth in
Prose Interpretation. Veronica Es-
pinosa, freshman speech communi-
cation major, placed third in Poetry
and fifth in Prose Interpretation.
Jennifer Oedewaldt, sophomore psy-
chology major, placed sixth in Prose
Interpretation. Kelly Freeman, fresh-
man speech communication major,
placed second in Prose Interpretation
and fourth in Dramatic Interpretation.
Anderson, Espinosa, Oedewaldt,
Cabrcra, Freeman, and Josh Newby,
freshman speech communication
major, were all given the honor of
being a part of the millennial all-star
team, Miller said.
He said the first tournament
scheduled for next semester is in
January and he is expecting individ-
ual improvement from the members.
Anderson agreed, saying once the
team members improve individually,
the whole team will improve.
Speech team grabs third place
By Amanda Martinez
Staff writer
Homecoming Committee Co-
ordinator applications are now being
accepted in the Student Activities
Center for all those interested.
The student chosen will serve
their first year of their two-year term
as Coordinator-Elect and the second
year as Homecoming Coordinator.
The first term is the learning process
where the elected student learns what
he or she will have to do as the
Homecoming Coordinator. The sec-
ond year, the elected coordinator will
take control of the Homecoming
committee, said Sara Fergus,
Homecoming Coordinator.
“Homecoming is basically run by
students through the University
Board,” Fergus said.
Fergus will hold an informational
meeting for all those interested in
running for the position. The meeting
will be Jan. 18 at 6:30 p.m.  The loca-
tion of the meeting is not yet known.  
Leadership position open for application
University of Wisconsin tournament puts team at top of millennium
By Melanie Schneider
Administration editor
The Council on Academic Affairs Thursday will con-
tinue to discuss new course proposals and a course pro-
posal format for the new and revised General Education
courses.
The meeting will be at 2 p.m. in the Arcola/Tuscola
Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. 
The main agenda items that will be discussed are three
changes and proposals for the physical education major.
The two new courses that will be proposed are PED 2104,
Technique and Theory of Aerobic Exercise and Strength
Training; and PED 3800, Biomechanics.
Requirements for the physical education major have
proposed changes that also will be discussed at the meet-
ing. 
CAA Chair Bill Addison said all courses need to be
revised and submitted to CAA so the classes meet the new
revised General Education program. 
“The goals and mission of the new General Education
program are different than the goals of the integrated
core,” Addison said.
The integrated core classes list the required classes and
hours undergraduate students must take to graduate. The
integrated core had a list of nine traits and abilities the
courses are supposed to address, whereas the new General
Education program has three main goals. The new goals
deal with oral and written literacy, critical thinking and
global citizenship.
“If the courses meet the mission and goals, departments
should feel free to propose those General Education cours-
es starting with our first meeting in the spring semester,”
Addison said. “In addition, all courses currently in there
(integrated core) will have to be revised and resubmitted so
they meet the new goals of General Education.”
CAA to discuss core class changes
(carryout only)
Wildil
Wednesday
Medium 
Pepperoni
Pizza
Every Wednesday!  NO LIMIT!!!
$363
$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. No experience
required. Free information pack-
et. Call (202) 452-5942
12/13
WANTED!!  STUDENTS to fill
vacancies left by last years’ grad-
uates!  NEW WAGE SCHEDULE!
Professional employment oppor-
tunities available after graduation.
If you are looking for experience
working with individuals with
developmental disabilities in a
small residential setting, come to
CCAR Industries, 1530 Lincoln
Ave., Charleston, IL 61920 and
complete an employment applica-
tion!!  E.O.E.
______________________12/13
An individual with a bachelor’s
degree needed for professional
position working with DD adults
and children. Duties include case
management, must be organized
and have good leadership abili-
ties. PT and FT available. Great
benefits for FT, include
health/life/dental/401K. Send
resume to 1550 Douglas Suite
203. Atten: Human Resources,
Charleston EOE.
______________________12/13 
Circulation position available.
Early bird hours, starting at 5:00
am. Apply in person at 1802
Buzzard Hall, Student
Publications.
______________________12/13
Own a Computer?  Put it to Work!
$25-$75/hr. PT/FT, 1-877-864-
7811, www.ProsperityOne.com
______________________12/10
Waitress wanted part-time, need
for holidays also, apply in person
after 4 PM, Pagliai’s Pizza, 1600
Lincoln, Charleston.
______________________12/13
POSTAL JOBS TO $18.35/HR inc.
benefits, no experience. For app.
and exam info., call 1-800-813-
3585 ext. 2434, 8am-9pm, 7 days
fds, inc.
______________________12/13
WILDLIFE JOBS TO $18.35 inc.
benefits. Game wardens, securi-
ty, maintenance, park rangers. No
exp. needed. For app. and exam
info. call 1-800-813-3585 ext.
2435 8am-9pm, 7 days fds, inc.
______________________12/13
WORK FROM HOME!  My chil-
dren come to the Office Everyday!
Earn an extra $500-$1500/mo PT
or $2000-$3500/mo FT. Call 1-
888-764-2892.
______________________12/13
WANTED!  65 people to lose 8-
30lbs. in the next 30 days. *NO
FAIL*  1-877-682-6822 ext.
00697.
______________________12/13
TOP PAYING OFFICE POSI-
TIONS in Chicago or the Suburbs
OVER THE HOLIDAYS!  Paige
Personnel Services “The Office
Staffing Specialists” Over hun-
dreds of immediate office open-
ings with top firms in the Chicago
and Suburbs. $8.00-$15.00 PER
HOUR FULL-TIME OR PART-
TIME DAY OR EVENING POSI-
TIONS. You’ll find the right job in
the right location from one of our
eleven local offices: Crystal Lake,
Des Plaines, Elgin, Elmhurst,
Hinsdale, Lisle, Orland Park,
Rolling Meadows, Skokie, St.
Charles and Vernon Hills. Call
toll-free now from school or visit
our Web Site www.paigeperson-
nel.com 1-888-55-PAIGE(1-888-
557-2443).
Wanted: DJ to mix a demo tape
for a martial arts demonstration.
Call Elisha at 348-0257.
12/7
McArthur Manor apartment, 2
bedroom furnished, no pets, no
parties. 345-2231
______________________12/13
Nice close to campus unfurnished
houses for 2000-2001 school
year. NO PETS!  $250 per
month/per person 12 month lease
call 345-3148
______________________12/13
Fall 2000 2 Bedroom, Furnished
Apartments. 10 Month lease. No
pets $250 each 345-5048
______________________12/13
Women Only-Rooms for Rent
Jan-May Lease or longer. One
block from Union. Fully furnished
house. $275/mo for single,
$230/mo for dble., Utilities incl. Pat
Novak (630) 789-3772.
_______________________12/8
Ultra Nice 1, 2, 3, & 4 bdrm apts.
and duplexes. Fully furnished
avail. for next year. Lincoln St. &
9th St. Locations still available.
Call 348-0157 for details and loca-
tions.
______________________12/13
Atrium Apartments need sub-
lessor $280/month, cable, phone,
electric, water, separate pool and
hot tub indoor. For information
Call Tim 348-6410
______________________12/13
Need a Roommate?  Need a sub-
lessor? Let the Daily Eastern
News find it for you!  Call 518-
2812 today!
______________________12/13
Apartments for rent for Summer
and Fall of 2000. 1 Bedroom
$350. 2 Bedroom $500. 3
Bedroom $690. Water and Trash,
furnished. Off street parking. 12
mo. lease. NO PETS. 345-3554.
______________________12/13
3-4 bedroom houses. 1-2 bed-
room apartment for girls. 2000-
2001 school year. Lease plus
deposit. 345-4602.
______________________12/13
Room for Rent/Female preferred.
$250/month, utilities included. 5
month or possible longer lease.
Call 345-7399.
______________________12/13
Now leasing large 3 bedroom fur-
nished apartments for 2000-2001
school year. Call 345-3664.
______________________12/13
1 Br. Apt. for rent. Close to cam-
pus. Heat, trash & water included.
Avail. immediately. $390/month.
246-2121.
______________________12/13
1 Bedroom Apt. $350-$400 10
mo. Lease. No Pets. 345-5048.
______________________12/13
2 or 3 students needed immedi-
ately for large apartment.
Completely furnished, A/C, off-
street parking, sun deck, trash &
water included with rent. Too
much too list. Call 348-0819 leave
message.
______________________12/13
Newly remodeled one bedroom
apartment available for Spring
Semester. Rent includes trash,
water, A/C, off street parking,
hardwood floors...Call 348-0819
leave message.
______________________12/13
For lease fall 2000 school year, 1
bedroom apts and two bedroom
apts. Close to campus. 10 1/2
month lease. Call 345-2516, leave
message.
_______________________12/9
Apt. for rent. Charleston Sq. $275
mo. includes Gas and water.
Dave 345-2171. 9-11am.
______________________12/13
1, 2, 3  BEDROOM APART-
MENTS. Near campus 345-2416.
______________________12/13
Nice 2 BR furnished apartment on
square, carpeted, new appli-
ances, c/air, water, trash $450
345-4010.
________________________‘00
One block north of Domino’s. Two
& Three bedroom newly remod-
eled apts with W/D, efficency fur-
nace, plenty parking. $225.00 mo.
348-8792 or 345-1521.
______________________12/13
2, 3, 4, 5, 6 bedroom houses, Fall
2000. 346-3583
______________________12/13
FOR RENT: Clean apartments
and houses for the next year
beginning the first of June, 2000.
1-4 bedroom properties beginning
at $190.00 per person a month.
Some places are close, others are
not, but they are clean and rea-
sonable. Phone 345-4494 or 232-
0656.
_______________________12/8
3 to 4 bedroom town house.
Washer/dryer, 2 1/2 baths. 345-
4494, 233-0656, 345-4279.
_______________________12/8
1 BR Studio available for Spring
2000. All utilities paid. $290 a
month. call 345-2001.
______________________12/13
FOR RENT: Four bedroom house
for group rental, available for Fall
2000, $1125 per month. Suitable
for 4-5 occupants. 12 month
lease. Located at 503 Harrison.
217-897-6266.
______________________12/10
FOR RENT: Studio Apartment at
411 Harrison, available Fall 2000,
12 month lease. $250 per month.
Heat, water, and trash pickup fur-
nished. 217-897-6266.
______________________12/10
FOR RENT: Five bedroom house,
available for Fall 2000. First floor,
$325 suitable for one. Second
floor, $1000 per month, suitable
for four. Good location, 946 4th.
St. 217-897-6266.
______________________12/10 
Sublessor needed for Spring 00 &
Summer 00. Furnished house.
No Deposit Nec. Close to cam-
pus. Cheap util. 348-6531.
______________________12/13
Spring 2000 Male Sublessor.
Have your own bedroom. Close to
campus/cheap. $220/month.
345-0732.
_______________________12/8
One bedroom apt. Close to cam-
pus. $300/month. Power & water
paid. 345-1691.
______________________12/13
Sublessor needed for Sp/Su
2000. Rent negoitable. Call
Melissa or Chris. 348-7900.
______________________12/13
Sublessor needed to share 2
bdrm. apt. for Spring Semester.
$235/month(negot)., furnished,
cable, water, gas, trash paid. Call
Jim @ 345-4789.
______________________12/10
Available Spring Semester 2000.
Male sublessor needed for ultra
nice 2 bedroom aparmtent on
Lincoln St. Fully furnished. Call
348-0157.
______________________12/13
Sublessors needed for 2 bedroom
furnished apartment for Spring
2000. Close to campus. Call 348-
3317.
______________________12/13
Sublessor needed for Spring
2000. 2 Bedroom funished apt.
$175/month. Call 345-3565.
_______________________12/9
SUBLESSOR NEEDED!   To
share 2 BDRM APT. Close to
campus, low utilities, free water,
trash, own room, furnished. Call
345-7043.
_______________________12/9
Male or Female sublessor wanted
Brittany Ridge Apart. $187.50/mo
plus utilities. Call Brian 345-1643
or Kelly 348-1372.
______________________12/10
Still Available!  One bedroom
apartment. Spring Semester rent
negociable. ASAP 348-6694
______________________12/13
Sublessor needed to share quiet
apartment. Own room. Utilities
paid. $235/mo. Call Melissa 348-
6629.
______________________12/13
Female Sublessor-Spring 2000
own Room, Free Laundry,
Furnished Call Terra 345-6298.
______________________12/13
Male Sublessor needed for Sp.
‘00. Great Location, Low Rent,
Low Utilities, furnished. Call 345-
7535.
______________________12/13
Found: Black dog, approx. 2 yrs.
old, near Greek Court on 12-5-99,
no tags or collar. Call to identify!
345-8865
_______________________12/9
Set of 7 keys lost on campus.
Attached to tw key chains-an
M&M and beaded chain. Call
Sarah at 348-7660.
______________________12/10
Female roomate needed for
spring semester 2000 At Atrium
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PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for any
non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activities and
events will be printed. All clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an
event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by  NOON
by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday, or Sunday events.)
Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT be published. No clips will be
taken by phone. Any clip that is illegible or contains conflicting information WILL
NOT BE RUN. Clips may  be edited for available space.
CAMPUS BIBLE STUDY.  Bible Study on 11/08/99 at
12p.m. at Chick’ Fil’A Glassroom.  This week we will study
Mark Chapt. 13.  Come one, come all and listen to the Lord
Jesus as he warns us to be ready.  
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER.  Mass-Holy Day on 12-
8-99 at 6:00p.m. at the Newman Chapel.  Feast of the
Immaculate Conception.
WESLEY FOUNDATION.  Candlelight Communion
Service on Wed., Dec. 8 at 9:15p.m. at the Wesley
Foundation, across 4th from Lawson.  Please join us to sing
Christmas Carols and celebrate our Savior’s birth.
STUDENT GOVERNMENT.  Student Senate Meeting on
12/8/99 at 7:00p.m. in the Arcola-Tuscola Rm. of MLK
Union.  Usual weekly Senate meeting and seating of new
Senators.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA.  Business Meeting on Dec. 8 at
5:30p.m. in the Mattoon/Charleston Rm. of Union.  Bring
videotapes or $2 , $1 for senior sendoff, paddles for
exchange, $1 for paddles or giraffe cutouts.
L.A.S.O.  Christmas Party on Wed. 12/8 at 6:00p.m. at Stix.
Don’t forget to bring your money to eat and secret santa pre-
sent.
KAPPA ALPHA PSI.  Informational Sunday, Dec. 12 at 8
p.m. in the African-American Cultural Center across from
Old Main. Dress attire enforced.
CampusClips
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After reading
Please 
Recycle
it!
Apts. Please call 345-9371.
_______________________12/9
Female roomate duplex Apt. close
to campus own BR. Share utili-
ties. No pets, Rent negotiable.
345-5011 or 345-3148.
______________________12/13
Roommate needed: Apartment
close to square, off street parking.
Trash included. Fully furnished
with a washer and dryer. Quiet
area. Call 345-5557
______________________12/13
Female roomate needed for
spring semester. Brand New and
close to campus. Call Amber at
348-7537.
_______________________12/7
Roommate needed for Spring
semester. Close to campus.
$225/month, includes all utilities.
348-1339.
_______________________12/7
Female roommate needed for
Spring semester. NIce house with
3 others. $250/month. Call 345-
8284.
______________________12/13
Furniture for sale: couch, kitchen
table, end table, stands, dresser,
and misc. Please call 345-4327.
______________________12/13
‘95 Ponitac Sunfire PERFECT
CONDITION! auto trans
stereo/CD, sunroof, air, cruise,
power windows & locks call Kin @
348-5644
_______________________12/9
Large Couch, good condition,
graduating, MUST SELL $50.
581-6530 Leave Message.
______________________12/10
JAMAICAN TAN - 6 Wolff units, so
you can always get in!!
November-December Specials
107.9 the X. FREE drawings!
FREE session w/pkg. purchase!
FREE lotion sample to 1st time
J.T. tanner!  Group Rates. 348-
0018
______________________12/13
Are you an athlete?  Have sore
muscles, aches and pains?  The
solution is Dry Hydrotherapy
Massage!  Find relief!  First ses-
sion is FREE!  And you can afford
to do it 1 or 2 times/week. Only at
Jamaican Tan 348-0018.
______________________12/13
Bankrupt, Bad Credit? Nowhere
to turn?  Weekend Help! Call us
toll free 1-888-672-5556.
______________________12/10
Bikes-Bikes-Bikes & more
Schwinn-Giant-Redline LRG
selection and low prices. Shop
and compare. Hrs T-F 9-5:30 Sat
9-Noon. Oakley and Son 2601
Marshall MT
______________________12/13
Say Adios to your friend with a
graduation personal in the Daily
Eastern News!  Only $12.00. Call
581-2812 or stop by Student
Publications office today!
______________________12/13
PARTY BARN AT RILEY CREEK
STABLES. NOW BOOKING FOR
2000 SPRING AND FALL CALL
TRAVIS 348-1424.
______________________12/13
Jamaican Tan Gift Certificates!
Mom and Dad can buy your tans
w/MC/Visa by phone, Dec.
Special (10 for $27 or 1 month
$35 in reg. bed) and (10 for $37 or
1 month $45 in Super Bed/Stand
Up). Sign up for FREE DRAW-
INGS!  Call 345-0018!
______________________12/13 
GRADUATE ASSISTANTSHIP
AVALIABLE. The Health
Education Resource Center has
available a 19.5 hour a week
graduate assistantship available
beginning January 3, 2000
through May 15, with the possiblil-
ity of renewal. Position responsi-
bilities include: Coordinating and
implementing health awareness
campaigns and observances;
Assisting in the implementation of
a Campus/Community Alcohol
Coalition; Overseeing the imple-
mentation of health needs
assessment project; Developing
Health Services/Health Education
Resource Center Lecture Series,
and other duties as assigned.
Individuals interested should send
a cover letter, current resume, a
copy of transcripts, and two letters
of reference NO LATER THAN
DECEMBER 10 to: Eric S.
Davidson, EIU Health Services,
600 Lincoln Ave, Charleston, IL
61920.
______________________12/10
MOTHER’S: It’s time to plan and
schedule your holiday functions!
Mom’s provides shuttle bus, DJ
with all new sound and lights and
great specials. Contact Dave 345-
2171 9a.m.-11a.m. for details.
_______________________12/8
Lose 25lbs for the HOLIDAYS!  All
natural!  Guaranteed!  Dr.
Recommended!  CALL NOW!
(217)345-3833.
______________________12/13
Run a Birthday Ad and surprise
your sweetie!  Only $12. Stop by
1802 Buzzard today!
______________________12/13
Students, got extra junk?  Sell it &
let the Daily Eastern News put $$
in your pocket!  Call 581-2812
today!  
______________________12/13
One bedroom apartment. Close
to campus, $300/mth power and
water paid. 345-1691.
______________________12/13
Browse icpt.com for Springbreak
“2000”. ALL destinations offered.
Trip Participants, Student Orgs &
Campus Sales Reps wanted.
Fabulous parties, hotels & prices.
Call Inter-Campus 800-327-6013.
______________________12/13
Stephanie Warren of ESA,
Congratulations on your engage-
ment to Eric Woodley. Love, your
ESA sisters.
_______________________12/8
Congratulations to Joy Doty of
ESA on your engagement to
Adam Levin. Love, your ESA sis-
ters.
_______________________12/8
To the men of Sigma Phi Epsilon-
Thanks for everything!  You guys
are the best!  Love, Angie.
_______________________12/8
Jean McKeown of ASA~
Congratulations on being chosen
as cabinet member of the month
for PHC. Keep up the good work!
Love, your sisters.
_______________________12/8
Amanda Lovekamp of ASA~
Congratulations on being nerd of
the week!  Love, your sisters.
_______________________12/8
Alana Petrilli of ASA~
Congratulations on getting VP of
Order of Omega. We know you
will do a great job!  Love, your sis-
ters.
_______________________12/8
Sarah Gahan, Kris Mueller, Katie
Pielin, Corinne Tanda, and Hilary
Tharp of ASA~ Congratulations
on being selected Rho Chi’s. We
know you will do an excellent job.
Love, your sisters.
_______________________12/8
Christmas Dances or Parties??
10 tans/$25. Tropitan 318 W.
Lincoln. 348-8263.
_______________________12/9
To the new members of Delta
Sigma Phi, good luck this week. I
can’t wait for all of you to go
active!
_______________________12/8 
ACT NOW! Call for the best
SPRING BREAK PRICES! South
Padre, Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas, Acapulco, Florida and
Mardi Gras. Reps needed...
Travel free, earn $$$ DIS-
COUNTS FOR 6+. 800-838-
820/www.leisuretours.com
______________________12/10
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica Bahamas,
Florida. Best prices guaranteed!
Free parties and cover charges!
Book early and receive free meal
plan!  Now hiring campus reps! 1-
800-234-7007 www.endlesssum-
mertours.com
______________________12/13
GO DIRECT! #1 Internet-based
company offering WHOLESALE 
Spring Break packages by elimi-
nating middlemen!  All
Destinations! Guaranteed Lowest
Price!  1-800-367-1252,
www.springbreakdirect.com
______________________12/13
SPRING BREAK 2000. Cancun,
Mazatlan, Acapulco, Jamaica and
S. Padre. Reliable TWA flights.
Biggest Parties & Best packages.
Book by Dec 1. & SAVE up to
$200!  1.800.SURFS.UP
www.studentexpress.com
______________________12/13
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“They help us to fortify the dif-
ferent weight classes,” he said. “In
dual meets, they’ll help to format
a very strong team.”
McCausland said that he’s
been impressed with the nice mix-
ture of transfers and freshmen
adding that they’ve played a
major role in the team’s success
thus far. 
“Right now, we have a great
blend of junior college kids and
freshmen,” McCausland said.
“These guys came out and helped
us immediately.”
The latest case of the instant
newcomer success came last
weekend at the Northern Iowa
Open when (transfer) Jason
Lawrence finished fifth in his
class with a 4-2 record. 
Freshman Zach Derrico also
fared well, going 7-1 and finish-
ing third.
McCausland said that he antic-
ipates continued success from the
team and only expects thing to get
better. 
But as for now, McCausland
and crew couldn’t be more satis-
fied with the new guys in town. 
Newcomers
from Page 12
Eastern used a zone defense periodically
throughout the game to throw off Butler’s
patient half court offense.
“They really had trouble finding an open
shot and we threw the zone at them and gave
them some different looks and it puzzled them
and paid off,” Polite said. 
“This is the first time in my four years that
we have started the game in a zone like that on
defense and they really had a hard time solving
the zone because we threw so many different
looks at them.”
The pressure zone defense, combined with
the loud crowd of 2,682 getting into it down
the stretch, was a deadly combination for
Butler in the overtime period.
“This gym, even though it is small, can get
pretty loud,” Polite said. 
“And it’s tough for teams to come in here
and play when the students get into it and are
right on top of the court. And when you get a
crowd that gets loud like that, it inspires us to
get victories.”
And it was during a timeout late in the sec-
ond half that Samuels raised his arms looking
for the Lantz crowd to get loud.
“I thought it was a pretty good basketball
for people to just be sitting there,” he said.
“We needed help from the crowd and it did
help us. There’s no question the rise in volume
got us over the hump.”
Charm
from Page 12
Eric Wolters / Staff photographer
Panther guard Matt Britton brings the ball down the floor in Eastern’s overtime win over Butler Tuesday
night. Britton finished the night with 15 points.
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OVC
7
Of the 17 games OVC men’s
basketball teams have lost outside
of the OVC, seven have come
against teams from the SEC,Big 12
and Big 10.
41
The Morehead State women’s
basketball team has been
outscored by 41 points in the first
half of its games so far this season.
2
Tennessee Tech men’s basket-
ball freshman Leigh Gayden
recorded career-high point totals
twice this week.Once against
Eastern and then again against
SEMO.
45 
The Murray State men’s basket-
ball team extended the nation’s
longest home win streak to 45
games with a win over Detroit
Mercy last week.
1 
Eastern Kentucky cross coun-
try runner James Mutuse was the
lone  NCAA Division I All-
American from the OVC.
53 
The Eastern Illinois women’s
basketball team lost its two OVC
games last week by a combined
total of 53 points.
2
Eastern Illinois’men’s basket-
ball team had all five starters score
in double figures in both of its
OVC contests last week.
10
All five games between two
OVC men’s basketball teams have
been decided by 10 points or less.
Men’s basketball teams in the
OVC have not fared well against
non-conference competition so
far this season.
The conference is a combined
20-17 up to this point. But the
good news is that of the 17 losses,
seven have come against oppo-
nents from the Big 12, SEC or Big
10.
The bad news is teams will
now take a break from conference
action for a few weeks. 
While OVC teams have not
been able to win that many games
outside of the conference, games
within the Ohio Valley have been
hotly contested.
All five conference games this
season have been decided by 10
points or less.
All-American Colonel
Eastern Kentucky cross coun-
try runner James Mutuse was
achieved NCAA Division I All-
American status
at the NCAA
Championship
Meet.
The sopho-
more from
Nairobi, Kenya,
finished 28th in
the 10,000-
meter run. The top 30 runners
received All-American status.
Mutuse qualified for the
NCAA meet by finishing eighth
at the NCAA District III meet.
Soaring above the
rest
As expected, Tennessee Tech’s
women’s basketball team is dom-
inating the conference.
The Golden Eagles are 2-0 in
the OVC after wins over
Southeast Missouri State and
Eastern Illinois.
Tech rolled over Eastern, win-
ning 82-44 and the Golden Eagles
slipped past SEMO 65-61.
Center Diane Seng paced Tech
in the victories recording a career-
high 18 points against SEMO and
then coming back with another
career-high performance, scoring
20 points against Eastern. 
Seng shot 63 percent from the
floor in the two victories and 77
percent from the foul line.
She also grabbed eight boards
and added a pair of assists and
steals.
Not too bad for just
a freshman
Tennessee Tech men’s basket-
ball freshman Lehigh Gayden
opened up his OVC career on a
good note by earning his second
straight Rookie of the Week
award.
Gayden scored a career-high
24 points in Tech’s win over
Eastern. He also hit a three-point-
er with one second remaining to
force the game into overtime.
Gayden then scored 17 points
against Southeast Missouri State
to end the week shooting 50 per-
cent and hitting nine three-point-
ers. 
He averaged 20.5 points and
three assists for the week.
Still going
The Murray State men’s bas-
ketball team extended the longest
home-winning streak in the nation
to 45 games last week as it defeat-
ed Detroit Mercy 77-68 in a game
televised on ESPN.
No player on Murray State’s
current roster has ever lost a home
game while wearing a Racer uni-
form.
OVC men still not faring well out of conference
OVC coaches cry:‘Show us the money’
By Gabe Rosen
Staff writer
When Ohio ValleyConference team’sare filling out theirnon-conference
schedules, there is a common cry
heard among coaches –“Show me
the money!”
When small schools like
Eastern make a visit to a Big
Ten school like Illinois or Iowa,
you can bet there is a big pay-
day in it for the visitors.
Thus far this season in men’s
basketball, OVC teams are a
combined 20-17 against non-
conference opponents. 
However, 7 of the 17 losses
have come at the hands of
opponents from the Big Ten,
Big 12 and South Eastern
Conference.
In terms of wins and losses,
it’s not in Eastern’s best interest
to open the season at Iowa;
however, money talks and the
Panther basketball program as
well as others around the league
can use some cold hard cash.
When a smaller school like
Eastern travels to play a major
powerhouse, the smaller school
is usually compensated in the
form of money.
“In a lot of instances, that’s a
dictated situation,” Panther head
coach Rick Samuels said. 
“If I’m asked to go get
money, I’m going to get as
much as I can.”
The Panthers, however, are
in a rare situation. The men’s
basketball team has been strong
enough the last two years to at
least compete with most of the
top teams on its schedule.
Aside from a big payday,
Eastern might be able to pull
off a victory one of these days
against a top Division I pro-
gram, which would certainly
make the trip worth the risk.
There are many pros and
cons for coaches to mull over
while they are weighing the
options of a schedule.
Mainly, the debate is
whether to risk damaging a
team’s confidence for a big pay-
day.
“You’ve got to be extra
tough to finish those games.
There’s a feeling of disappoint-
ment when you lose,” Samuels
said.
Austin Peay head coach
Dave Loos thinks these kinds of
games should be kept to a mini-
mum.
“When you play so many of
those teams in a dense period of
time, it can be psychologically
damaging to a team,” he said. 
“There’s a number that you
need to keep it to. It’s a great
spring board if you pull off an
upset, but if you look at the
times we’ve gone into their
gyms and won – it’s not going
to happen very often.”
“We play these schools
because of the financial guaran-
tees,” Loos said.
According to Samuels, the
Panthers relish the challenge of
going into a big arena and
attempting to pull off the upset.
“It can be good because the
kids know they can compete,”
Samuels said. 
“The danger can be if you
get thumped, it could hurt the
kids’ confidence, but I think our
kids enjoy the challenge,”
Samuels said. “It’s exciting to
play in those arenas and it’s fun
when you quiet those crowds
with good play.”
David Pump / Staff photographer
Panther forward Merve Joseph steps away from an Iowa defender in
Eastern’s Nov. 21 loss to the Hawkeyes. The Panthers are one of several
OVC teams to face off against major Division I competition this year.
Valley vitals
spotlight
NOTE
S
WEDNESDAY
is 
LADIES NIGHT
Vodka, Rum or 
Gin Mixers 
Shot Specials
$100
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Scoreboard
EIU CALENDAR 
Today
No events scheduled
Thursday
4 p.m. – Men’s and Women’s track and 
field Early Bird Meet, Field House
NFL
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W L T
Indianapolis 10 2 0
Miami 8 4 0
Buffalo 8 4 0
New England 6 5 0
NY Jets 4 8 0
Central
Jacksonville 11 1 0
Tennessee 9 3 0
Pittsburgh 5 7 0
Baltimore 5 7 0
Cincinnati 3 10 0
Cleveland 2 11 0
West
Seattle 8 4 0
Kansas City 7 5 0
Oakland 6 6 0
San Diego 5 7 0
Denver 4 8 0
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W L T
Washington 7 5 0
Dallas 6 5 0
Arizona 6 6 0
NY Giants 6 6 0
Philadelphia 3 10 0
Central
Detroit 8 4 0
Minnesota 7 4 0
Tampa Bay 7 4 0
Green Bay 7 5 0
Chicago 5 8 0
West
St. Louis 10 2 0
Carolina 5 7 0
Atlanta 3 9 0
San Fran 3 9 0
New Orleans 2 10 0
NHL
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L T
Philadelphia 16 8 4
New Jersey 13 9 3
N.Y. Rangers 9 14 4
Pittsburgh 8 13 3
N.Y. Islanders 6 14 3
Northeast Division
W L T
Toronto 16 9 4
Ottawa 14 11 2
Boston 11 9 7
Buffalo 11 14 3
Montreal 9 17 1
Southeast Division
W L T
Florida 14 9 2
Carolina 11 9 7
Washington 9 11 5
Tampa Bay 9 14 4
Atlanta 7 16 2
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division
W L T
St. Louis 17 8 2
Detroit 16 8 3
Nashville 9 16 1
Chicago 7 16 2
Northwest Division
W L T
Colorado 12 12 3
Vancouver 11 11 6
Edmonton 8 13 6
Calgary 10 15 2
Pacific Division
W L T
Phoenix 18 7 3
San Jose 15 13 4
Los Angeles 14 7 6
Dallas 13 12 3
Anaheim 13 12 3
Overtime losses count as a loss and a
regulation tie.
Today’s Games
Ottawa at Buffalo, 6 p.m.
Edmonton at N.Y. Rangers, 6:30 p.m.
Nashville at Detroit, 6:30 p.m.
Carolina at Dallas, 6:30 p.m.
Florida at Phoenix, 6 p.m.
Vancouver at Anaheim, 6:30p.m.
Atlanta at Los Angeles, 6:30 p.m.
Colorado at San Jose, 6:30 p.m.
NBA
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L GB
Miami 13 4 –
New York 10 9 4.0
Orlando 9 9 4.5
Philadelphia 10 10 4.5
Boston 8 8 4.5
Washington 5 14 9.0
New Jersey 3 15 10.5
Central Division
Toronto 11 6 –
Charlotte 10 7 1.0
Indiana 10 7 1.0
Milwaukee 10 7 1.0
Cleveland 8 7 2.0
Atlanta 8 9 3.0
Detroit 8 10 3.5
Chicago 1 14 9.0
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W L GB
San Antonio 14 5 –
Utah 10 7 3.0
Denver 9 8 4.0
Minnesota 7 7 4.5
Dallas 7 12 7.0
Houston 7 12 7.0
Vancouver 3 14 10.0
Pacific Division
Portland 15 4 –
L.A. Lakers 14 4 0.5
Sacramento 11 4 2.0
Seattle 13 5 1.5
Phoenix 11 6 3.0
L.A. Clippers 4 13 10.0
Golden State 2 14 11.5
**Late Games Not Included
Tuesday’s Results
Cleveland at Toronto
Golden State at New York
San Antonio at Indiana
Detroit at Milwaukee
Vancouver at Dallas
Orlando at Phoenix
Today’s Games
Houston at Philadelphia, 6 p.m.
Denver at Boston, 6 p.m.
Golden State at Charlotte, 6:30 p.m.
Milwaukee at New Jersey, 6:30 p.m.
L.A. Clippers at Atlanta, 6:30 p.m.
Chicago at Cleveland, 6:30 p.m.
L.A. Lakers at Sacramento, 7p.m.
Dallas at Utah, 8 p.m.
Minnesota at Seattle, 9 p.m.
COLLEGE
Men’s Basketball
OVC Standings
OVC Overall
Southeast Missouri 1-0 5-0
Murray State 1-0 5-1
Eastern Kentucky 1-0 3-1
Eastern Illinois 1-1 2-3
Tennessee Tech 1-1 2-3
Tennessee-Martin 0-0 2-3
Tennessee State 0-0 0-3
Middle Tennessee 0-1 2-2
Austin Peay 0-1 2-2
Morehead State 0-1 2-3
Eastern 69, Butler 60
EIU (69) – Smith 1-3 0-0 9 2; Hill 6-18
2-2 4 14; Britton 4-6 5-6 3 15; Joesph
4-11 1-1 6 9; Polite 7-14 2-3 4 19;
Forest 3-7 2-2 1 10; Bergmann 0-0 0-
0 2 0; Domercant 0-2 0-0 0 0.
Technical Fouls: none.Totals: 25-61
12-14 33 69.
TTU (60) – Marshall 3-5 0-0 8 6;
Hainje 8-13 2-5 7 19; Jackson 3-13 2-
2 6 9; Jordan 3-6 0-0 6 7; Hicks 3-7 2-
2 4 8; Archey 0-2 -0- 0 0; Graves 1-4
0-0 2 3; Cornette 4-8 0-1 2 8.
Technical Fouls: none.Totals: 25-58 6-
10 38 60.
A – 2,682
Women’s Basketball
OVC Standings
OVC Overall
Tennessee State 2-0 3-1
Middle Tennessee 2-0 3-2
Tennessee Tech 2-0 3-3
Murray State 1-1 2-5
Eastern Kentucky 1-0 3-4
Morehead State 0-1 1-5
Austin Peay 0-2 1-4
Eastern Illinois 0-2 1-5
Tennessee-Martin 1-1 2-4
Southeast Missouri 0-2 1-6
DENfl 
DEFENSE
Broncos – 670.5
Seahawks – 733.5
Jaguars – 703.25
Falcons – 656.75
Giants – 654.5
FIELD GOAL KICKERS
Mike Hollis – 374.5
Jason Elam – 304.5
Steve Christie – 287
\QUARTERBACKS
Peyton Manning –471.2
Drew Bledsoe – 401.6
Brett Favre – 387.5
QUARTERBACKS
Peyton Manning –471.2
Drew Bledsoe – 401.6
Brett Favre – 387.5
Troy Aikman –  273
Mark Brunnell – 353.3
RUNNING BACKS
Emmitt Smith –310.6
Marshall Faulk – 255.2
Eddie George – 253.2
Curtis Martin – 239.2
Ricky Watters – 225.4
WIDE RECEIVERS
Marvin Harrison – 452.58
Cris Carter – 383.68
Randy Moss – 319.5
Keyshawn Johnson – 268.82
Antonio Freeman – 263.32
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
EAST DIVISION
Jeffrey Price – 1921.2
Greg Thompson – 1849.7
Danielle Stoll – 1717.2
Rameen Karbassioon – 1717.2
Anish Gavri – 1664.02
AMERICAN CONFERENCE 
WEST DIVISION
Jay Ochwat – 1903.6
John Beerbower – 1855.8
Meghan McMahon – 1762.57
Scott Busam – 1756.25
Adam Switzer – 1741.5
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
CENTRAL DIVISION
Todd Schreiber – 1796.62
Jason Bialka – 1758.3
Adam Randle – 1720.95
Doug Hicks – 1712.7
Jeremy Alexander – 1681.02
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
CENTRAL DIVISION
Mike Byrne — 1820.42
Mike Davidson — 1805.63
Jason Rossi — 1805.28
Christy Kilgore — 1704.45
Joe Prisco — 1620
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
EAST DIVISION
Shane Miller –1718.85
Brian Forneis –1687.02
Susan Kile – 1687.02
Craig Ecker – 1559.45
James Best – 1481.85
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
WEST DIVISION
Teresa Hundrickx – 1744.2
James Connors – 1739.25
Aaron Pankoke – 1688.02
Luke Kramer – 1651.5
Anthony Garcia – 1629.82
Carruth surrenders
after new charge
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) –
Carolina Panthers wide receiver
Rae Carruth surrendered to
police Tuesday after being
indicted on a new charge in the
shooting of his pregnant girl-
friend, and was released on
bond again.
Carruth already was charged
with conspiracy to commit
first-degree murder, attempted
murder and firing into an occu-
pied vehicle in the Nov. 16
shooting of Cherica Adams. 
On Monday, authorities
added a count of assault with a
deadly weapon with intent to
kill.
Carruth posted $3 million
bail Monday but had to return
to court Tuesday for a hearing
on the new charge. Superior
Court Judge John Gardner set
an unsecured bond of
$300,000, which meant Carruth
only had to sign a piece of
paper promising to appear and
did not have to provide any
more money.
Olerud leaves Mets
and heads to Seattle
NEW YORK (AP) – John
Olerud left the New York Mets
for Seattle as the first key free-
agent deadline of the off-season
approached Tuesday night, and
teams cut off negotiations with
many of their former players.
The World Series champion
New York Yankees said good-
bye to catcher Joe Girardi and
infielder Luis Sojo, and
Cincinnati said so long to out-
fielder Greg Vaughn and pitch-
ers Steve Avery and Mark
Wohlers.
Tampa Bay declined arbitra-
tion with outfielder Paul
Sorrento and right-hander
Bobby Witt, and the Chicago
Cubs said no to arbitration with
catcher Benito Santiago and
infielders Mickey Morandini
and Jeff Blauser.
Players offered arbitration
may accept the offers through
Dec. 19 and negotiate with
their former teams through Jan.
8.
Players not offered arbitra-
tion can’t re-sign with their for-
mer teams until May 1. 
Also, teams can sign these
players without losing amateur
draft picks as compensation.
Trachsel offered
arbitration by Cubs
CHICAGO (AP) – The
Chicago Cubs offered arbitra-
tion to pitcher Steve Trachsel
on Tuesday, team officials said.
The club met a Dec. 7 dead-
line for arbitration, giving the
Cubs’ starter 12 days under
league rules to accept the offer.
The offer follows the team’s
refusal of a three-year deal for
$18 million to $20 million pro-
posed by Trachsel.
If the Cubs had not offered
arbitration, they would be
required to wait until May to
sign the right-hander under
league rules.
Trachsel is coming off a
sub-par season, going 8-18 one
year after winning 15 games.
Trachsel, 29, had a 5.56 ERA
in 34 starts this year.
The 6-4 starter has more
starts than any other Cubs
pitcher this decade with 186.
He has been in the Cubs’ start-
ing rotation since 1993.
Trachsel avoided arbitration
in 1999, signing a one-year
contract worth $2,987,500.
Umps accuse union
of helping labor
group gain power
NEW YORK (AP) –
Umpires still aligned with
ousted leader Richie Phillips
filed objections Tuesday to last
week’s union election, accus-
ing baseball owners of illegally
helping the new labor group
gain power.
The Major League Umpires
Association, headed by Phillips
for the past 21 years, said own-
ers and the new union had
secretly agreed to a new labor
contract. 
Until the new union is certi-
fied by the NLRB, it can’t
negotiate with owners for a
labor contract to replace the
one that expires Dec. 31.
Phillips’ union also accused
owners of threatening umpires
unless they voted for the new
union and of providing help to
the new group.
His union, supported by
most National League umpires,
has until Dec. 14 to submit its
evidence to the National Labor
Relations Board.
"After we see the evidence,
we’ll decide whether to set it
for a hearing or decide it
administratively," said Daniel
Silverman, the NLRB’s New
York regional director.
Phillips was dumped in a
57-35 vote, with one ballot dis-
qualified because an umpire
signed his ballot.
inbrief
national
sports
Rolling Meadows (Golf & Algonquin) (847) 981-9790
Villa Park (Roosevelt & Summit) (630) 834-8400
Morton Grove (Golf & Washington) (847) 470-0100
Naperville (Naper Blvd. & Ogden) (630) 955-0550
Chicago (Cicero Ave. & 81st) (773) 582-0700
Bloomingdale (Schick & Gary) (630) 894-5500
Broadview (Cermak & 17th) (708) 344-7100
HOLIDAY HELP WANTED
Earn some extra cash over Christmas break! We have over
140 openings in retail and ham processing. No experience
necessary. Just call today and ask for a manager at:
NBA stars frequent Atlanta strip
club, league monitoring case
NEW YORK (AP)  –  An
Atlanta strip club linked to orga-
nized crime provided thousands
of dollars’ worth of strippers and
alcohol to NBA stars Patrick
Ewing, Dennis Rodman and
Charles Oakley, a newspaper
reported Tuesday.
The Daily News of New York
quoted unidentified federal
sources and investigative records
as saying that during five nights
at the Gold Club in April 1998,
“Patrick Ewing and friends” ran
up a bill of $2,233, including a
$991 tab in a single night.
Oakley, who left the New York
Knicks in June 1998 and now
plays for Toronto, was "comped"
for $1,313 and $665 on two
nights in June 1997, while
Rodman paid $411, $516, $786,
$895, $926, and $946 in phony
money called Gold Bucks during
visits from 1995-98, the newspa-
per said.
Steven Kaplan, owner of the
Gold Club, and 14 other defen-
dants were indicted Nov. 4 on
charges including prostitution,
racketeering, money-laundering,
loan-sharking and credit-card
fraud. They have pleaded inno-
cent.
The government contends the
Gold Club was a virtual brothel
that corrupted police, provided
dancers as prostitutes for regular
clients and skimmed millions
from the cash flow to buy protec-
tion from the New York-based
Gambino organized crime family.
No athletes were named in the
indictment and none faces allega-
tions of wrongdoing. 
NBA spokesman Brian
McIntyre said the league was
monitoring developments in the
case, but "we have not started any
investigation."
NBA players are occasionally
advised by the league’s security
office to stay away from certain
establishments where criminal
activity is suspected, and the
standard player contract forbids
behavior that is "materially preju-
dicial or detrimental" to the
league.
Rodman’s agent, Steve
Chasman, said the league office
had not contacted him or his
client regarding the strip club.
Calls to agents for Ewing and
Oakley were not returned.
The indictment also said that
in April or May 1997, Kaplan and
the other defendants transported
female dancers from the Gold
Club to the Francis Marion Hotel
in Charleston, S.C., so dancers
could "perform a lesbian sex
show and have sex with members
of a professional basketball
team."
The indictment did not identi-
fy the team, but the Knicks were
in Charleston in April 1997 for a
playoff training camp. The team
has held training camps in
Charleston since 1991. The Daily
News said at least several Knicks
players were at the sex show.
According to the indictment,
club employees arranged for
dancers to have sex with celebri-
ty clients — including unidenti-
fied professional basketball play-
ers — in the club’s private rooms,
at local hotels or on trips outside
Atlanta.
Two Delta Air Lines employ-
ees were charged with helping
arrange those trips for reduced
rates in exchange for club ser-
vices and other considerations.
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Third time’s the charm
By Bill Ruthhart
Associate sports editor
The third time is the charm.
The Panthers (3-3, 1-1) proved
that old saying true in Tuesday
night’s overtime victory against
Butler (3-2) at Lantz Gymnasium. 
The game marked the
Panthers’ third overtime game of
the season, and the first of which
they came out victorious after
double overtime losses to
Nebraska and Tennessee Tech on
the road.
“We knew we had lost the last
couple overtimes,” senior Michael
Forrest said. “But this time we
were at home and I guess we just
had to seize the moment.”
Seize the moment. They did
just that as the Panthers outscored
Butler 11-2 in the extra frame. 
“Coming into this overtime, we
were real determined not to do
what we had done in the past,”
senior Marc Polite said. “We knew
we were on our home floor and
needed to step it up and the
seniors and veterans really
stepped it up and got us the victo-
ry.”
Polite accounted for four of his
team’s 11 points in the final peri-
od, including hitting two-of-three
free throws down the stretch. 
“I thought it was a great win,”
Eastern head coach Rick Samuels
said. 
“I was glad to finally get one of
those overtimes at home, because
you definitely have a better
chance of winning it here then on
the road.”
And Eastern recorded its sec-
ond win in two attempts at home
against a solid Butler team, which
averaged 74 points heading into
the game while only allowing
opponents an average of 52 per
contest. 
When asked how many teams
Eastern will see that are better
than Butler, Forrest replied, “Not
many. They are hard to defend,
and going into the game coach
Samuels said they had 43 different
sets,” he said.  “Their players are
good and you have to give them
credit for being able to learn so
many plays.
“We knew Butler was a good
team especially after blowing out
Evansville,” Forrest said. 
“Last year Evansville really put
it on us, so we knew if we didn’t
come out ready to play they would
do what Evansville did to us.”
The Panthers came out ready to
play, exhibiting great defensive
intensity, holding the Bulldogs to
well below their season scoring
average of 72, despite playing an
overtime period. 
Panthers tame Bulldogs in OT
By Anthony Braviere
Staff writer
Coming off of a double overtime loss
against Tennessee Tech last weekend, the
Panthers were looking to rebound against
Butler. They did just that, beating the
Bulldogs 69-60 in over-
time. 
“It was a great win, I
think” Eastern head
coach Rick Samuels
said. 
“It was a lot like a chess match.”
This was the Panthers’ first win in over-
time this season in three tries.
“We knew we had lost the last couple
overtimes,” guard Michael Forrest said.
“But this time we were at home and I guess
we just had to seize the moment.”
The Panthers (3-3,1-1) used the
Bulldogs’(3-2) own game against them,
using a deliberate offensive style to offset
Butler’s defense. 
“If a good team plays deliberately, then
you have to play deliberately,” Samuels
said. “But that’s okay; we’re not an up
tempo team – we’re an opportunistic team.”
Eastern was cashed in on key opportuni-
ties, coming up with big plays when it need-
ed them the most – especially late in the
game. 
With just 1:25 left in regulation and the
Panthers down 56-55, Forrest buried a three
to put Eastern up 58-56. 
“Coach told us during the timeout to
look for those open shots,” Forrest said.
“And I got one and knocked it down for the
team.”
Center John Smith only had two points
in the contest, but they couldn’t have come
at a better time for the Panthers. 
Leading by one, Eastern had the posses-
sion when the big man backed up off the
block and hit a 15-foot jumper.
“I’m confident in John Smith shooting
the 15 to 18-foot jumper,” Samuels said.
“And that makes it real hard for other teams
to guard us.”
The biggest play came in the opening
minute of overtime when Butler point guard
Thomas Jackson went up for a 18-foot jump
shot only to have Panther guard Matt
Britton block his shot from behind. 
The ball then scooted over to Merve
Joseph, who passed the ball to a streaking
Kyle Hill who missed the lay-up.
But Marc Polite was there for the tip in.
Polite was fouled on the key bucket and
knocked down the free throw to put the
Panthers up 61 -58. 
Eastern never lost the lead again,
outscoring the Bulldogs in the overtime
period 11-2.
Despite only scoring 69 points on the
night, Eastern’s offense was once again
spread around with four players scoring in
double figures. 
Leading way for the Panthers was for-
ward Marc Polite, who ended the game with
19 points on 7-of-14 shooting.
Forrest came off the bench to add 10
points and dropped eight assists while Hill
had another solid game chipping in 14
points.
Britton also had a consistent game for
the Panthers, scoring 15 points, grabbing
three rebounds, tossing one assist and
adding three steals.
“Matt Britton is a very good player,”
Samuels said. “He makes very good plays
in very tough situations.”
In a game where the Panthers needed to
play well under pressure, they were very
clutch in the overtime period from the free
throw line going five-of-seven from the
charity stripe. 
Britton made good on three-of-four from
the line in overtime as Eastern sealed the
deal.
Newcomers give
wrestlers a boost
Dusty Cookson
Staff writer
From Louis Taylor’s third
place finish at the Nov. 13
Michigan State Open to Mike
Kelly’s first place performance at
the same meet, it’s safe to say that
Eastern’s wrestling program has
gotten a boost from some new
faces.
Head coach Ralph
McCausland couldn’t be happier
with his combination of new
freshmen junior college transfers.
According to McCausland, he
was expecting and immediate
impact from not only his fresh-
men, but the transfers as well.
“We expect these guys to make
an immediate impact on the
team,” he said.  
“We just expect them to step
forward and make a contribu-
tion.”
McCausland claims that valu-
able junior college experience has
played a key role in his teams suc-
cess. 
According to McCausland, the
transfers have become some of
the team’s most distinguished
leaders. But the coach seems to be
most surprised with their style of
wrestling.
“I’ve been most impressed by
their (the newcomers) composure
in the ring,” McCausland said.
“They bring a different mental
and physical attitude.”
McCausland says, however,
that making the transition from
junior college to Division I is less
difficult than the promotion from
high school to college because of
experience. But McCausland is
quite pleased with his rookie
class.
Butler
EIU
60
69
Men’s basketball      (OT)
Eric Wolters / Staff photographer
Panther guard Marc Polite attempts a shot with two Butler defenders in Eastern’s 69-60 overtime win
over the Bulldogs Tuesday night. Polite scored a game-high 19 points.
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Eastern seizes the moment in
third overtime match-up by
beating Butler at its own game
Panther men win
first OT contest
in three attempts
